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 Charge carriers in graphene, i.e., massless Dirac fermions, form a unique sequence of 
Landau levels at high magnetic fields, and the cyclotron resonance in graphene is distinctly 
different from that in two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems based on conventional 
semiconductors.  The energy interval of Landau levels in graphene is much larger than that 
in 2DEG systems and dependent on the Landau-level index.  The selection rule for optical 
transitions is also different in graphene.  Thus, the cyclotron resonance absorption in graphene 
has attracted considerable interest for developing ultrasensitive detectors of electromagnetic 
waves ranging from mid-infrared light to THz waves.  Here, we review our earlier experiments 
on the detection of cyclotron resonance absorption in graphene/hexagonal boron nitride van der 
Waals heterostructures.  In particular, we discuss the development of the experimental detection 
scheme of cyclotron resonance in graphene utilizing the (i) bolometric, (ii) photovoltaic, and (iii) 
photo-thermoelectric effects.  

1. Landau Quantization and Cyclotron Resonance in Graphene

 Monolayer graphene has a unique band structure called a Dirac cone with a linear energy 
dispersion near the K point, which enables us to study the quantum transport of Dirac fermions 
in solids.(1)  By applying a strong perpendicular magnetic field B, the energy state of graphene is 
quantized into Landau levels.  The energy of Landau levels in monolayer graphene is expressed 
as 

 ( )sgn 2N FE N v e N B= � , (1)

where vF denotes the Fermi velocity in graphene, e the elementary charge, ħ the reduced Planck 
constant, and N the Landau-level index.  On the other hand, the energy of Landau levels in a 
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two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) system based on a conventional semiconductor such as 
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures is expressed as 

 
1

* 2NE
eB N
m

=  + 
 

� , (2)

where m* is the effective mass of electrons.  Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the Landau levels of 
Dirac fermions in monolayer graphene and the Landau levels of electrons in GaAs, respectively.  
There are distinct differences in Landau quantization between graphene and conventional 
2DEG systems.  The energy of the Landau levels in graphene is proportional to B , and the 
energy separation between adjacent levels depends on the Landau-level index.  The uniqueness 
of Landau quantization in graphene gives rise to unique cyclotron resonance in graphene as 
described below.  
 When graphene is irradiated with light/electromagnetic waves, cyclotron resonance 
absorption occurs under a condition where the photon energy of illuminated light is equal to the 
Landau-level separation, and the electrical transport of graphene is modified by the cyclotron 

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Landau-level energy and schematic density of states in monolayer graphene.  The 
Landau-level separation depends on the Landau-level index.  Arrows indicate possible optical transitions induced 
by	cyclotron	resonance	absorption	with	an	optical	selection	rule	Δ|N|	=	±1.		(b)	Landau-level	energy	and	schematic	
density of states in 2DEG based on the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure.  The Landau-level separation is independent 
of the Landau-level index.  Arrows indicate possible optical transitions induced by cyclotron resonance absorption 
with	an	optical	selection	rule	ΔN	=	±1.		(c)	Cyclotron	resonance	frequency	of	Dirac	Fermions	in	graphene	and	that	
of electrons in 2DEG.
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resonance.  This effect can be utilized for developing photodetectors.  Indeed, cyclotron 
resonance in conventional 2DEG systems based on the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure has 
already been used for developing quantum-Hall THz-wave photodetectors(2,3) with ultrahigh 
sensitivity and quantum-dot single-photon detectors.(4)

 In the case of cyclotron resonance in graphene, first, the selection rule of the photon 
absorption	 process	 is	 described	 as	 Δ|N|	 =	 ±1,	 whereas	 it	 is	 ΔN	 =	 ±1	 in	 conventional	 2DEG	
systems as schematically shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.  Even the optical transition 
from the hole side to the electron side is allowed.  In addition, the energy interval of Landau 
levels is different depending on the Landau-level index.  These features enable photodetection 
in a wide wavelength range.  Secondly, the energy interval of Landau levels in graphene is 
much larger than that in conventional 2DEG.  As a result, the cyclotron resonance energy is 
in a wavelength range from mid-infrared to near-infrared [Fig. 1(c)], which is technologically 
important for optoelectronic applications.  Thus, cyclotron resonance in graphene has potential 
advantages for developing ultrasensitive quantum-Hall photodetectors and quantum-dot single-
photon detectors.

2. Fabrication of Graphene/h-BN van der Waals Heterostructures

  Mechanical exfoliation has been a method of fabricating graphene of the highest quality, 
although the method appears very simple and primitive.  Nevertheless, the inherent quality of 
graphene is obscured on a SiO2/Si substrate because the charged impurities, surface roughness, 
and optical phonons of SiO2 induce extrinsic carrier scattering into graphene.(5)  One of the 
solutions is to transfer graphene onto hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN),(6) which is a layered 
material that can be exfoliated similarly to graphite.  The exfoliated h-BN flake with an 
atomically flat surface has the following advantages as a substrate for graphene: the lattice 
mismatch between h-BN and graphene is less than 2%, the density of charged impurities is 
extremely low, and the optical phonon energy is higher than that of SiO2.  Thus, extrinsic carrier 
scattering is significantly suppressed in graphene/h-BN, exhibiting intrinsic ultrahigh carrier 
mobility and intrinsic physics of graphene.(7–9)

 There are several methods of fabricating graphene/h-BN van der Waals heterostructures (Fig. 2), 
namely, (i) polymer transfer method,(10) (ii) stamping method,(11) and (iii) autonomous robotic 
fabrication.(12)  In the polymer transfer method,(10) 2D materials are exfoliated onto the polymer 
sheet, which is spin-coated on a SiO2/Si substrate, and then crystal flakes are transferred 
onto another substrate utilizing the thermoplasticity of the polymer.  The recently developed 
polymer-transfer method using polypropylene carbonate (PPC) has great design flexibility and 
high yields while maintaining high device quality.(13)  The stamping method(11) is a technique 
of picking up 2D crystal flakes using van der Waals force between the 2D crystal flakes.  
Recently, the autonomous robotic fabrication system has been developed as a next-generation 
fabrication system composed of the automatic searching of 2D flakes on a SiO2/Si substrate and 
robotic assembly of van der Waals heterostructures.(12)  The system is operated automatically 
and enables us to fabricate van der Waals superlattices of ~30 layers.  
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3. Cyclotron Resonance Absorption in Graphene/h-BN vdW Heterostructures

3.1	 Bolometric	and	photovoltaic	effects

 In this subsection, we review our earlier experiments on the detection of cyclotron resonance 
using the bolometric and photovoltaic effects in graphene/h-BN.(14)  A sample of a graphene/
h-BN heterostructure was fabricated using the mechanical exfoliation and polymer transfer 
technique.  A stack of crystal flakes was etched into a Hall-bar shape by electron-beam 
lithography	and	plasma	etching.		Mid-infrared	light	of	10.6	μm	wavelength	was	irradiated	onto	
the device under a strong magnetic field up to B	=	9	T.	 	The	light	was	irradiated	from	a	CO2 
laser, traveling through an optical fiber and a light pipe to the Hall-bar device at T	=	1.5–300	K	
in a variable- temperature insert.  The laser light was modulated by an optical chopper, and the 
photovoltage was measured by the lock-in technique.
 The electronic state in graphene is quantized into Landau levels at a perpendicular magnetic 
field of B	=	8	T,	 exhibiting	 the	quantum	Hall	 effect	 of	Dirac	Fermions	 at	 the	Landau	 filling	
factors ν	 =	 2,	 6,	 10,	…,	where	 the	 longitudinal	 resistance	 and	Hall	 resistance	 are	 quantized	
into Rxx	 =	 0	 and	Rxy	 =	ħ/2e2, ħ/6e2, ħ/10e2,	…,	 respectively	 [Fig.	 3(a)].	 	When	mid-infrared	

Fig. 2. (Color online) Schematic summary of fabrication methods of van der Waals heterostructures.  1st 
generation: The mechanical exfoliation technique uses Scotch tape to exfoliate graphite into monolayer graphene.  
2nd generation: The polymer transfer technique(10) stacks atomic layers one by one using the thermoplasticity of the 
polymer.  The recently developed PPC dry-transfer method(13) is suitable for fabricating complex structures such 
as embedded electrodes.  3rd generation: The stamping technique(11) picks up atomic layers by van der Waals force 
between	two	crystal	flakes	of	2D	materials.		4th	generation:	In	autonomous	robotic	assembly,(12) atomic layers are 
found	and	stacked	by	 the	robotic	system,	reducing	 the	 time	and	effort	 for	 fabrication.	 	This	system	enables	us	 to	
fabricate van der Waals superlattices of ~30 layers.
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light	of	10.6	μm	wavelength	was	 irradiated	onto	 the	device	 [Fig.	3(b)],	 photoresponse	 signals	
were observed at ν	=	±2	as	shown	by	colored-strip	regions	in	Fig.	3(c),	where	the	dependence	
of	the	photoresponse	signal	ΔV on the back-gate bias voltage VBG at T	=	60–150	K	and	ISD	=	0	
is	demonstrated.		Figure	3(d)	shows	the	dependence	of	ΔV on VBG at T	=	5–25	K	and	ISD	=	100	
nA.  Photoinduced signals were observed in transition regions between quantum Hall regimes 
of ν	=	−6,	−2,	+2,	and	+6.		Two	different	types	of	signal	were	observed:	those	observed	in	the	
quantum Hall regime and those in the quantum Hall transition regime.  Although both types of 
signal coexisted, the former was dominant at high temperatures and low bias currents, whereas 
the latter was dominant at low temperatures and high bias currents.  These experimental results 
thus suggest the presence of two mechanisms for the observed photoresponse.  
 The photoresponse in the quantum Hall regime originates from cyclotron resonance 
absorption as confirmed by wavelength dependence experiments shown in Fig. 3(e), where the 
resonance magnetic field shifted systematically as the wavelength of the irradiated laser was 
changed.  In addition, the photoinduced signals in the quantum Hall regime were independent 
of the bias current as shown in Fig. 3(f), i.e., the cyclotron resonance absorption induces the 
photovoltaic effect in graphene in the quantum Hall regime.  
 The photoinduced signals in the quantum Hall transition regime, on the other hand, were 
proportional to the bias current as shown in Fig. 3(g).  Thus, the signals were based on the 

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Longitudinal resistance as a function of back-gate voltage VBG measured at T	=	25	K	
and B	=	8	T.	 	 (b)	A	schematic	of	graphene	Hall-bar	device.	 	 (c)	Photoresponse	measured	with	 I	=	0	nA	 induced	
by	irradiating	mid-infrared	light	of	10.6	μm	wavelength.		Each	curve	is	offset	for	clarity.		The	colored-strip	areas	
indicate ν	=	±2	quantum	Hall	 regime.	 	 (d)	Photoresponse	measured	with	I	=	100	nA	induced	by	irradiating	mid-
infrared	light	of	10.6	μm	wavelength.	 	(e)	Photoresponse	as	a	function	of	magnetic	field	for	various	incident	light	
wavelengths with the photon energy of 115–122 meV (from top to bottom).  (f) Photoresponse at ν	=	2	quantum	Hall	
regime as a function of I at T	=	15	K.		(g)	Photoresponse	at	ν =	1.3	quantum	Hall	transition	regime.		(h)	Temperature	
dependence of the photoresponse measured with I	=	100	nA	at	ν	=	2.0	quantum	Hall	regime	(red	circles)	and	at	ν	=	1.3	
quantum Hall transition regime (blue squares).  Reprinted with permission from Ref. 14.
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bolometric effect, i.e., the resistance was changed by the absorption of mid-infrared light, 
leading to photoinduced signals proportional to the bias current.  Therefore, the photoinduced 
signals observed in the experiments described in this subsection are expressed as the summation 
of both signals as

 photovoltaic SD
RV V T I
T
∂

∆ = + ∆ ⋅
∂

, (3)

	 Figure	3(h)	shows	the	temperature	dependence	of	the	photoresponse	signal	ΔV at ISD	=	100	
nA.  The photoresponse induced by the bolometric effect decreased rapidly as the temperature 
decreased, and no signal was observed at T > 70 K.  On the other hand, the photovoltaic effect 
based on cyclotron resonance was observable even at T > 180 K.  This result suggests that it can 
be used for a high-sensitivity mid-infrared photodetector that can be operated in a practically 
accessible low-temperature range.  
 Earlier developments of the quantum-Hall THz-wave photodetectors(2,3) and quantum-dot 
single-photon detectors(4) realized extremely high detectability by utilizing cyclotron resonance 
in 2DEG systems and quantum dots based on the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure.  Unfortunately, 
however, they require cryogenic temperatures lower than 10 K or 100 mK, respectively.  The 
disadvantages of the operating temperature and the narrow range of detectable wavelengths 
could be solved by utilizing a quantum-Hall system based on graphene/h-BN van der Waals 
heterostructures.

3.2	 Photo-thermoelectric	effect

 Earlier experiments on photodetection in graphene under zero magnetic field were 
mainly based on two types of detection mechanism: the bolometric and photovoltaic effects.  
(i) Bolometric photodetection utilizes the change in resistance of graphene under light 
illumination, induced by the increase in electron temperature caused by light absorption.  (ii) 
Photovoltaic photodetection utilizes the generation of photovoltage induced by the dissociation 
of electron-hole pairs due to the built-in potential in graphene.  On the other hand, recent 
studies have shown that the photo-thermoelectric effect is the main source of photoinduced 
signals in graphene.(15−20)  (iii) Photo-thermoelectric detection utilizes the temperature gradient 
in graphene generated by light absorption.  In the presence of a temperature gradient, carriers 
move from a hot region to a cold one, which generates photovoltage.  Since the electron 
temperature in graphene is very sensitively increased by light absorption because of its small 
heat capacity, the small density of states, and weak electron-phonon coupling, the photo-
thermoelectric effect gives rise to a large photoinduced voltage in graphene at zero magnetic 
field.  Thus, one can naturally expect that the photo-thermoelectric effect can generate a 
large photoresponse also under high magnetic fields.  In this subsection, we review our recent 
experiments on the detection of cyclotron resonance using the photo-thermoelectric effect in 
graphene/h-BN heterostructures at high magnetic fields.(21)
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 First, we discuss the scheme of photo-thermoelectric detection of photoresponses by 
considering a symmetric graphene two-terminal device shown in Fig. 4(a).  Under the mid-
infrared light illumination, the graphene device is heated up, i.e., the electron temperature of 
graphene is increased owing to light absorption, while the metallic electrodes remain cold.  
The resulting temperature gradient near the electrodes generates a photovoltage between the 
graphene device and the electrodes as described as

 thermoelectric
TV S dx
x

∂
=

∂∫ , (4)

where S is the Seebeck coefficient and ∂T/∂x is the temperature gradient in graphene along the 
conduction channel.  In an ideally symmetric two-terminal device, however, the photovoltage 
generated near the left electrode and that near the right electrode cancel out, without giving rise 
to a detectable photovoltage between the electrodes.
 To detect the photovoltage induced by the photo-thermoelectric effect, we should introduce 
asymmetry in the carrier density of graphene as schematically shown in Fig. 4(b), where 
the carrier density of graphene in the right region is much larger than that in the left region.  
Since the Seeback coefficient depends on the carrier density of graphene as shown in Fig. 
4(c), the photo-thermoelectric effect is significantly suppressed in the right region.  Then, the 
photovoltage generated near the left electrode and that near the right electrode do not cancel out, 
giving rise to a finite detectable photovoltage between the electrodes.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Schematic representations of carrier density, electron temperature, and photovoltage 
induced	 by	 photo-thermoelectric	 effect	 in	 graphene	with	 (a)	 uniform	 carrier	 density	 and	 (b)	 asymmetric	 carrier	
density.		(c)	Dependence	of	Seebeck	coefficient	S on carrier density n.  The value of S reaches its peak and changes 
its polarity near the Dirac point.
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 We realized graphene with asymmetric carrier density by employing the device structure 
that has a graphite local bottom-gate electrode covering only the right-hand side of graphene [Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b)].  In this device structure, the carrier density of graphene on the left and right can 
be tuned independently by applying different gate-bias voltages to the p+-doped Si global back 
gate and the graphite local bottom gate.
 The device was irradiated by laser light with a wavelength of λ	=	10.182	µm,	and	the	photo-
induced voltage Vinduced was measured by sweeping the carrier density nL at different magnetic 
fields B as shown in Fig. 5(c).  The amplitude of the signal increased as nL approaches the Dirac 
point.  Furthermore, the sign of the signal reversed at the Dirac point.  There are noticeable 
coincidences between the shape of Vinduced [Fig. 5(c)] and that of S [Fig. 4(c)]: (i) the sign is 
reversed at the Dirac point and (ii) the value approaches zero as the absolute carrier density 
increases.  Thus, it is suggested that the observed photo-response signals originated from the 
photo-Seebeck component of the photo-thermoelectric effect.  Upon application of a magnetic 
field, Vinduced exhibits oscillatory changes with respect to nL.  This is attributed to the Landau 
quantization in graphene.
 Next, we discuss the magnetic field dependence of Vinduced at high magnetic fields.  Figure 
6(a) shows the magnetic field dependence of Vinduced measured under irradiation with light of 
different wavelengths.  We observed the enhancements of the photovoltage signal in low (~1.5 
T) and high (~9 T) magnetic fields.  These enhancements are due to the cyclotron resonance 
absorption of mid-infrared light in graphene.  As shown in Fig. 1(a), the cyclotron resonance of 
the Landau-quantized graphene can absorb light when the selection rule is satisfied.  Both the 

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of the device.  Graphene is sandwiched by two h-BN layers; both 
have a thickness of ~40 nm.  Under the bottom h-BN, an exfoliated graphite layer was placed as the local bottom-
gate electrode.  The carrier density nR on the right side of graphene can be changed by applying VR to the graphite 
local gate, and the carrier density nL on the left side can be controlled by applying VL	 to	 the	p+-doped	Si	global	
back gate.  (b) Optical micrograph of the device.  (c) Photoinduced voltage Vinduced versus nL	measured	at	different	
magnetic	fields	B.  Reprinted with permission from Ref. 21.
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low- and high-magnetic-field peaks in Fig. 6(a) correspond to the transition of N =	−1	→ 2 and 
N =	−2	→ 1 (2nd resonance) and N =	0	→ 1 and N =	−1	→	0	(1st	resonance),	respectively.		The	
relationship between the peak magnetic field values in Fig. 6(a) and the energy of the incident 
lights are plotted in Fig. 6(b).  Here, we also plot other cyclotron resonance peaks N =	−2	→	N =	
3 and N =	−3	→	N =	2	(3rd	transition,	data	is	not	shown)	observed	in	the	same	sample.		All	the	
resonance fields can be well explained with Eq. (1), which are plotted with dotted lines in the 
figure.  These are additional lines of evidence that the cyclotron resonance of graphene can be 
detected by the photo-thermoelectric effect.
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